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CYNODONOR CAPRIOLA ?

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL STUDY.

While engaged in a study of the Glumiflorae, as treated by the

earliest botanical writers, we met not infrequently wiih the name " Capri-

ola," which seemed to have been intended for some grass with digitate

inflorescence. This name having been restored by Adanson as the

earliest one for the genus now generally known as Cynodon, we felt

induced to investijrate the matter. Furthermore, Capriola has been

revived by Dr. Otto Kuntze, and upon his authority it has been intro-

duced into American systematic works of recent date, wherein the

species appears as Capriola Dactylon Kuntze. It seems, however, as if

the restoration of this name furnishes a good illustration of the diffi-

culty sometimes confronting the naturalist who strives to determine

what generic name ought to be adopted as the correct one for a certain

plant, and since we have not been able to ascertain the true identity of

the grass which formerly bore the name Capriola, we have thought that

the present bibliographical sketch might be of some interest to Ameri-

can botanists. It is true that Adanson ' restored the nam6, thinking it

was identical with Gramen dactylon of the ancient writers, and his diag-

nosis, although very incomplete, does point toward Cynodon, which he

thought was the plant which the ancient writers had in mind when

they spoke of Capriola. Nevertheless, it is a very difficult matter to

define Capriola as a definite genus, and at the bottom of the difticulty

Hes the fact that there are several other grasses with digitate inflores-

cence which were well known even to the earliest writers. It is quite

natural that such grasses, unlike as they are to the majority of grasses,

should attract attention at an early date, but it is also evident that the

old botanists could not draw any clear distinction between the genera

of such grasses, but simply referred to them as "finger-grasses.

Some of these have later been recognized as Panicum sanguinale,

Cynodon, Chloris, Dactyloctenium, Eleusine, Paspalum, etc.

'For references consult the bibliography appended to the article.
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The fact is that Capriola was intended for Panicutn smiginnak or

for Cynodon, or perhaps for both together, but in no instance has this

name been applied to any plant which can be identified with absohite

certainty as the Bermuda grass, the genus Cynodon of Richard in Per-

soon's Synopsis. It is to be noted furthermore that Capriola is con-

stantly preceded or followed by another name " Sanguinaria," some-

times written " Sanguinella," a'nd it seems very significant that this

last name is to be recognized as a modern popular one for Fatiiam

saiigiiinale, viz., Paspale sanguin, Blutt-grasz, and Blut-hirse. But

Capriola is not preserved in any form and gives no clue to its identifi-

cation. It is derived from caper, not as a diminutive, but simply as

indicating a plant liked by goats. The occurrence of Cynodon i

sandy sections of the old world, where goats are kept in large num-

bers, may well speak for Cynodon as the grass it was made for, espec-

ially since Paniciim sangiiinalc does not thrive well in sandy soil, but

prefers the uncultivated grounds near dwellings, vineyards, etc. The

popular name of Cynodon is, as we remember, Cbien-dent, Hahnen-

bein, finger-grass, Bermuda-grass, etc.

We might add, in order to explain the singular popular name of

our Panicum sangiiinale, that this grass was once known to possess

" bloody " properties. Thus both Dioscorides and Pliny have described

^ grass.: " cui in cacumine caulinum quini sunt aculei veluti digiti,'

about which they state that when the spikes were pressed into the nos-

trils a bleeding was produced, and yet this same grass was used in

dressing wounds to stop bleeding. This grass was generally known,

therefore, as "Sanguinella" by the Etruscans, while others called H

Capriola. It is interesting to notice that while the former use of San-

guinella has evidently been abandoned, the latter was recommended by

Loeselius as late as the beginning of the eighteenth century,
author attributes this effect to his so-called Blutt-grasz, which accord-

ing to his description must have been Pavicum sanguinale. Whether

Capriola, Sanguinaria, or Sanguinella were really intended as names

for one single plant, it is unquestioned that the two latter have left a

deeper trace in the history of economic plants than has Capriola-

Such statements as are given by Dioscorides and Pliny concerning
'

medicinal properties of plants are of the irreatest use in ascertaining

This

the

generic or specific name of some plant whose description is left

too obscure. It seems, therefore, that by merely considering the name

and properties of the plant in question, we might be justified in suf
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posing that ranicum sanguinah M-as the Sanguinella of the ancient

writers. As regards Capriola, this name was generally used in con-

nection with the former, as a local name for a plant, which at that time

was considered identical with Sanguinella or Sanguinaria. However,
there is a third name, '^Dactylon," which was used by Pliny for a
(( C.^ .^ Mfinger-grass" possessing the same properties as Sanguinella, but

there is no further clue to its identity. This plant '* Dactylon " has evi-

dently formed the basis for a number of finger-grasses by later writers,

enumerated as Gramen dactyloides^ etc., and it was one of these which
Adanson considered as identical with Capriola. We see from these

early data how very uncertain Capriola stands as a genus in botanical

history, and we shall herein try to demonstrate that a consultation of

the writers in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries does not show
any closer identity of Capriola w^ith Cynodon.

Leonard P^ichs w^as perhaps the first writer w^ho tried to identify

Sanguinaria and Capriola, of which he makes mention in a chapter,

" De Manna,'' in Brunfels' Hcrbariim vivae eicones. Both names are

referred by Fuchs to the so-called '* manna grass/' Very few Graminere
are described by Ruellius, but he knew Pliny's Gramen acukatinn,

which he has discussed briefly. He mentions a new^ name for this

grass, Dens cam's, from which the later French name, '' Chien dent "

became derived
; but he refers also to Capriola and Sanguinaria as

synonyms. There is only one point in his very brief description of

this grass which seems to throw some light upon its identity, and this

IS that the number of spikes is given as " quini senive." Cynodon is

not known to produce more than four or five branches in the inflores-
r

cence, while it is very common to find seven in Panicum sanguinale.

Although Lobelius has described a Gramen Canarium recognizable as

Cynodon, and an Ischcemon vulgare which may be our Panicum, he
does not give any reference to either Capriola or Sanguinaria. In

accordance with Fuchs the 'Mnanna-grass " Avas adopted by Dodoens,
^^ho has not only described but even figured two species, Gramen
^I^^nneB primum and altcrum, both of which may readily be identified

as Panicum sanguinale and P. Crus-ga/ii. The figure of the first is so

^^ell executed that it makes any further comment unnecessary. We
nnd here for the first time a true representation of P, sanguinale, and
Its geographical distribution was at that time given as Germany,
Bohemia, Italy, and Belgium, where it was cultivated, but was found
^ho naturalized in uncultivated fields, etc. One of its popular names

Mo^fiot. uaiden^
1 •^t
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was at that time *' Ros coeli" or " Himmel-dau," perhaps taken from

its ability to retain the dew. This is the grass, Dodoens says, which

Leonicenus and Ruellius have identified as the one formerly known as

Capriola or Sanguinaria- Only three years after Dodoens we find

Sanguinella and Capriola as synonyms for Gramen Mannm in the

writings of Camerarius, followed by the very important statement that

this grass, whose figure bears great resemblance to Pafncum sanguinak

but not to Cynodon, was eaten by the Germans.
There exists no record heretofore that the grains of Cynodon have

ever been gathered for eating, inasmuch as this grass yields but a rela-

tively small number of mature seeds, a fact that is perhaps due to its

extensive propagation by stolons. No mention is made in the elabo-

rate works of Clusius of either Capriola or Sanguinaria. He merely

describes G^^v?;^^;/ /^^///>;///;;; 2i\\^ IschaanoH/xw which our two plants

seem to have been badly confounded. In accordance with Camera-
nus, Dalechamps describes " Granie de Manna," the figure of which is

very characteristic, and shows Vi% Famnim j-^//^-?////^/^ without any ques-

tion. He enumerates as synonyms Capriola and Sanguinella, and states

that this plant is cultivated in south Europe. He has also described
and figured Cynodon, which he calls "Dent de chien," but does not

with one word allude to its possible identity with the former. This i

perhaps the earliest record of a popular French name for Cynodon,
which in later years became transcribed into "Chien-dent'." The

p . o - -" -- ...w.^ generally adopted for our

anicum, and becomes also used in England, where Gerarde takes it

up as his " Gramen Manna /'f/-///^«A/,» fU^ a^,„ .. " fU^ t^ef r^f wliich

nian

was evidently derived from Dodoens' " Ros coeli." A second species

Gerarde's '' Ischaemon vulgare, the cock's-foot grasse," which is

fl̂ gured and seems to represent Panicum glabrum, while in his Gramen
^^ctyloides radice repentc we are able to recognize Cynodon. Following
^'erarde, Parkinson has also adoj^ted "cock's-foot grasse" for Pani"

m, whose Latin name he gives z.-^ Ischaemon sylvestrc, while he calls

J
nodon Gramen Canarium hchacmi paniculis. A singular confusion
regards the name is to be observed in Johannes Bauhin's Historic

Vrl n
'^' ' ^^"'/^///y. sanguinale is figured, but named Grambns

S^nus Denscaninus. Bauhin states in a small paragraph, however, that

^
aces not beheve that the identity of this grass with Capriola and

^^MhTT'^'
'' '^"""^"'^ ^'''"^ '^^ ^"^'^»t writers, can be ascertained

" ^"estion. These grasses were distinguished, nevertheless, by
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By bringing all these statements together, drawn up from the varioiLS

writers as far back as we have been able to trace our Paniciini and Cyn-
odon, it does not appear that Capriola was ever intended for Cynodon
alone, but rather for Pafncum sanguinale. The constant quotation of

Capriola and Sanguinaria together seems to indicate that these were
merely synonyms and popular names used in Italy. There are only
two instances where we have found these names used for plants out-

side of the Gramineae, but this is of little importance. Dodoens also

used "Sanguinaria" for a plant which is readily recognized as Poly-

gonum aviculare ; and Tabernasmontanus in the beginning of the seven-

teenth century enumerated both Capriola and Sanguinaria as species of

his genus Coronopus, which are easily identified as Plantago Corofw-

pus and maritima. All the other writers have agreed that both Capriola
and Sanguinaria are grasses, and Adanson is correct in applying
Capriola to a grass. But this author does not seem to have had any
reason for assigning the name Granien dadylon^ this najiie being yet

too obscure.

If in spite of its uncertainty Adanson's name Capriola is to stand
r the mere sake of priority, the question remains w^hether it is really

identical with Cynodon or with Panicum saiiguinale. The diagnosis

given by Adanson for Capriola is not so characteristic that one can

recognize in this the ijenus Cvnodon of Richard. **Couronne de la

game des feuilles : polls ; fleurs : epis digites; calice : plat par les

t^otes; corolle; sans arete," are characters that may just as well fit

Panicum sapiguinale. Wehave examined numerous specimens of this

last and noticed that the ligule is often wanting and replaced by a

small tuft of hairs, while the same organ in Cynodon is sometimes
developed as a crescent shaped membrane. Furthermore, the empty
glumes are also laterall}' compressed in Panicum sauguinale^ and no
awn is developed. Indeed, it seems as if Capriola has become more
obscure through having been restored by Adanson than it was before.

A he adopting of Capriola must consequently result in confusion, which
^vould easily be avoided by preserving Richard's well defined genus
Cynodon, whi(;h no botanist could ever mistake for Panicum sanguinale.
A he fact that Gramen dactylon is a very obscure name, that Capriola
^f the old wTiters has been used for Panicum or for this and Cynodon
together, and that Adanson's restored irenus is not so certain, does not

fo
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encourage us to adopt Capriola for the mere sake of priority or for any

otiier reason. It seems to be much more practical to use Richard's

name, which is not antedated by any similar name, and which is well

known to all botanists.— Theo. Holm, Washington. D
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-wx rKui^ACxATION OF IPOMCEA LEPTOPIIVLLA.

r...t C'^
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unpublisi;
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!"," '''"'' "' ""^ ™"''^^^' ""liy root, pass out liori-
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o,::T,""' "r

'''' '" ""' '^esurfa«of the ground

.
om uie mother plant, where adventitious buds are


